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THE sky is a baleful orange, but then  
it’s always like that. The roar of the 
approaching maelstrom is new though, 

and disturbing. As are the gathering clouds, 
which threaten to loose a deluge more violent 
than anything ever seen on Earth. A sailor on 
an alien sea may hesitate: is it wise to venture 
into the Throat of Kraken?

One day this could be a real scene on 
Saturn’s giant moon, Titan. Apart from Earth, 
Titan is the only world known to have liquid 
on its surface. We first glimpsed its alien lakes 
and seas through the eyes of the Cassini 
spacecraft in 2006. Now, after eight years of 
slow exploration, Cassini has suddenly 
unleashed a flood of remarkable discoveries.  
A view of the sea floor, previously thought 
impossible. A puzzling chemical make-up. 
Signs of waves that herald a coming storm. 
And there, in the heart of Kraken Mare, an 
archipelago of islands that pinch the sea 
almost in two to form a perilous strait where, 
just maybe, a monster may be hiding.

If so, what the monster swallows isn’t water. 
While rivers of water run through mountains 
of rock on Earth, on Titan the streams are 
liquid methane and the hills and plains are 
made of water ice. Long before the Cassini 
mission arrived, scientists had calculated that 
methane and other liquid hydrocarbons 
might collect into seas – perhaps even forming 
a global ocean. Nobody could be sure, though, 
because an orange layer of smog hides the 
moon’s surface. So Cassini carried a lander 
called Huygens that was designed to float. 

When Huygens did plunge through the 

smog in 2005, it sent back images of an eerily 
Earth-like landscape that revealed its landing 
site was a pebbly mudflat. The ground was 
soaked with methane, but it was hardly the 
hoped-for ocean.

Almost a decade on Cassini is still exploring 
Saturn and its moons, flying by Titan from 
time to time. Infrared cameras provide a hazy 
view of the surface. Radar can cut through the 
smog to give a sharper image, but it can only 
map a narrow slice of the moon on each fly-by. 
So the big picture has been building at a 
tantalisingly slow pace.

The first clear sight of lakes came in 2006, 
when radar showed dark patches in the 
northern hemisphere occupying depressions 
in the landscape. While the picture was 
sketchy, it seemed that one of these liquid 
bodies was more than 1000 kilometres long, 
large enough to be considered a sea. It was 

named Kraken Mare, after the monster of 
Norse legend. Since then two more seas have 
been identified, along with dozens of lakes.

Then last year, Cassini caught a glimpse of 
something that scientists thought was 
impossible. On 23 May, the spacecraft flew low 
over Ligeia Mare, the second sea of Titan. Its 
radar was aimed straight down, enabling the 
instrument to trace out the height of land and 
sea by sending out sharp pulses of radio 
waves, then measuring how long it took for 
the reflections to ping back.

When the team first looked at the data there 
was just a single ping from the sea surface,  
as expected. But Marco Mastrogiuseppe at the 
Sapienza University of Rome in Italy cleaned 
up the raw data using an algorithm he had 
developed for the radar on the Mars Express 
spacecraft. He then saw a second faint ping, 
not much more than a microsecond after the 
first, bouncing off the seabed. 

“I was on the bus to Rome when I discovered 
the bottom of Ligeia Mare,” he says. “I was so 
excited that I was talking about it to the guy 
sitting next to me. He thought I was crazy.” 

This is the first time we have plumbed  
the depths of any sea or lake beyond Earth.  
The timing of the second reflection shows  
that Ligeia Mare is about 160 metres deep. 

It comes as a huge surprise that the seabed 
can be seen at all. That is because Titan’s 
atmosphere is choked with complex 
hydrocarbon molecules that absorb radar, and 
everyone assumed that some of these would 
muddy the seas. “We thought it would be 
impossible to see to the bottom,” says Alex 

Splash of the Titans
Methane tides, an icy seashore and the strangest whirlpool in the solar system. 

Stephen Battersby welcomes you to Saturn’s largest moon
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